3.
Epidemiologic Studies
Objectives:
»

Describe and calculate two key epidemiologic measures: incidence and
prevalence.

»

Draft a study question in the PICO format. Describe when each of the different
types of epidemiologic studies should be used.
»

For ecological, cross-sectional, case-control, and cohort studies, describe which
measures can be used in data analysis.

Epidemiology is the study of health-related states including the distribution, causes,
and risk factors, in defined populations. Two commonly used measures of illness
and disease are incidence and prevalence.
Incidence

The number of new cases of illness/disease occurring during a

specified time frame out of the number of people at risk. Because
incidence involves a time frame, it is a rate.
Incidence=

Prevalence

Number of new cases
Number of people at risk

The number of people in the population with the illness/disease.

Prevalence is measured at a point in time, not over a time period,
and is therefore simply a ratio.
Prevalence=

Number of cases
Number of people in the population

The concepts of incidence and prevalence are often visually displayed using a
water faucet and a pool of water, as in Figure 9. Prevalence is nearly equal to

incidence when studying diseases with short duration; whereas when studying
chronic diseases prevalence will be much greater than incidence.
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9. MEASURING DIFFERENT CONDITIONS WITHIN POPULATIONS:
COMPARING INCIDENCE WITH PREVALENCE

Incidence

Recovery

Prevalence

Death
(Mortality)
Understanding incidence and prevalence, and how each is measured, is important,
because knowing which is being measured (or which the scientist would like to measure)
helps to guide study design.

One of the first steps in developing a study or asking a question using

evidence-based medicine is to develop a study question. A commonly used model
is the PICO model.

P: Patient/population/problem (What is the patient or population group being
studied and what problem/illness/characteristic is being studied?)

I: Intervention (What intervention is being studied?)

C: Comparison (What is the intervention being compared with-another treatment, a
placebo, another population?)

O: Outcome (What is being measured/accomplished/improved/affected?)
Once a question is developed, the next step is to choose a study design that is most
appropriate to answer the question. Often, multiple different study designs may be
applicable to the same research problem, but how the research question is asked
determines which study design is most appropriate.
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The types of epidemiological study designs can be divided into two categories and
also exist in an evidence hierarchy (Figure 10).

• Descriptive epidemiology studies: Define or describe an illness or condition.
• Analytical epidemiology studies: Examine the determinants of diseases
including risk factors and distribution to determine associations and test
hypotheses.

Studies can also be divided into observational versus experimental.

Observational studies are those in which researchers observe subjects, exposures,

and outcomes, and include cohort, case-control and cross-sectional studies. Unlike
experimental studies, observational studies do not involve an intervention.

10. EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDY DESIGNS COMPARED BY WEIGHT OF EVIDENCE

Randomized
Clinical Studies

Prospective
Cohort Studies

Weight of
Evidence

Retrospective
Cohort Studies

Analytical
Epidemiology

Case-Control Studies
Cross-Sectional Studies
Ecological Studies
Case Series

Descriptive
Epidemiology

Case Reports

The different epidemiologic study types arranged by increasing weight of evidence
(strongest evidence-based study type at the top of the pyramid). Descriptive and
analytical study types are denoted in red and blue, respectively.

Epidemiology study types:
Case Report

A detailed report of the symptoms, signs, diagnosis and treatment
of one patient.
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Case Series

A detailed report of the symptoms, signs, diagnosis and treatment
of several patients who presented with similar complaints or

received similar treatments. May follow patients with a known
condition over time.
Ecological
Studies

Study exposures and outcomes at the large group or population

level. For example, vitamin D rates in a population and population
burden of multiple sclerosis.
Measure: Prevalence

Crosssectional
studies

Assesses frequency of disease and frequency of risk factors at one

Case-control
studies:

Compare one study group with disease to a group without disease

point in time.

Measure: Prevalence

to determine if an exposure or risk factor occurs more frequently in
the different groups. Start with disease, determine exposure.
Measure: Odds Ratio

Cohort
studies

Compare a group with a risk factor or exposure to a group without
the risk factor or exposure and follows both groups to determine if
they developed an outcome. Start with exposure, determine

outcome. Can be retrospective or prospective, but the key is that
the scientists start with the exposure and determine if the study
participants develop a disease. Retrospective studies look

backwards at already collected data while prospective studies
look forward by starting with exposed and unexposed study

groups and following them forward in time to see if they develop
the outcome. Retrospective studies can be confused with

case-control studies, but again, the key is to determine what the

starting point is (exposure or outcome), and what is being “looked”
for (exposure or outcome). Figure 11 aims to further clarify these
concepts.

Measure: Relative Risk
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Randomized
clinical trials

A study that randomly assigns participants to a control group or

an experimental group(s) to determine the effect of one or more
interventions or treatments. Clinical trial quality is improved by

blinding. Double blind means the patient and doctor do not know

which group the patient is in (placebo or intervention). Triple blind
means that in addition, the researcher analyzing the data is

unaware of group assignments. There are 4 phases of a clinical

trial, shown in Figure 12. Phase 1 primarily determines safety, phase
2 primarily determines efficacy, phase 3 compares the new
treatment with the gold standard to determine if the new

treatment is at least as good as the old, and phase 4 determines
the long-term effects (both beneficial and adverse).

11. A COMPARISON OF THREE EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDY DESIGNS BY TIME COURSE

Case-control study

Disease

Exposure

Exposure
Cross-sectional study
Disease
Cohort study

Exposure

Disease
Time

The relationship between real time and at what time points different study types occur.
Case-control studies start with the outcome (disease) and look back in time to determine if
participants experienced the exposure. Cross-sectional studies are like a snapshot at one
point in time and as a result cannot make conclusions about incidence. Cohort studies start
with exposure and look forward in time to determine if exposed study participants developed
the outcome (disease). Note: even retrospective studies look forward in time from exposure to
outcome; they are called “retrospective” because the events have already occurred and the
data has been collected and the scientists are looking back at the data.
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12. PHASES OF CLINICAL TRIALS
Preclinical

Lab Studies

Several Years

Phase I

Human Safety

Tens of participants

Days to Weeks

Phase II

Phase III

Expanded Safety Efficacy & Safety

Hundreds of participants Thousands of participants

Weeks or Months

Several Years

FDA Review

Phase IV

To confirm safety and
effectiveness of the drug

Evaluating the drug over
time in a large
number of patients

Several Years

Several Years

DURATION OF TRIAL
The stepwise progression through the four phases of clinical trials. Each phase
involves more participants and often more time than the previous phase. The purpose
of each phase is also noted.
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